The proliferation of cloud computing has compelled the research community to rethink fundamental design aspects of networked systems. However, the tools commonly used to evaluate new ideas have not kept abreast of the latest developments. Common simulation and emulation frameworks fail to provide scalability, fidelity, reproducibility and execute unmodified code, all at the same time.
INTRODUCTION
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We identify three key properties in the realm of network modeling and experimentation: fidelity, reproducibility and scalability. Fidelity characterizes the ability of the experiment to replicate specific system behavior with high precision and accuracy. Examples of network experimentation fidelity can be characterized by the requirement for functional realism in terms of network hosts and network topology, the ability to reuse realistic applications and traffic models and the accurate recreation of the timing properties of the real system.
Scalability is an equally important property for experimentation platforms, defined by the ability to support and gracefully manage network experiments of growing size. This requirement is extremely difficult to meet with respect to current network architectures, primarily due to the exponential increase in their size, link speed and complexity. Experimental scalability can be further decomposed in three functional aspects: execution time scalability, which describes the required wall-clock time to replicate an experiment, resource scalability, which characterizes the ability of the platform to minimize hardware requirements, and fidelity at scale, which reflects the ability to maintain high fidelity as the size of the experiment increases. The three scalability aspects exhibit Pareto efficiency: a platform cannot improve one of them without affecting negatively the remaining two aspects.
Reproducibility is a third key property for network experimentation which has gained significant interest in the recent years [13, 32] . Reproducibility describes the ability of the platform to export and replicate experimental scenarios and its results. It requires a rich automation abstraction for the configuration of all experimental details, but must also provide guarantees on fidelity across heterogeneous hardware platforms (e.g. control the impact of host's available processing capacity on the results obtained from an experiment execution). This paper presents SELENA, an holistic network experimentation tool supporting reproducibility and exposing explicit control on the trade-off between scalability and fidelity. The tool runs ina-box and can faithfully emulate complex network architectures with high-speed links. We argue that emulation provides the optimal approach to maximize the fidelity of an experiment, due to its support for unmodified real-world software and OS. The design of SELENA combines a variety of network experimentation optimizations (e.g. VM-based emulation, link modeling, time dilation, automation API etc.) under a common framework. Unlike the popular container-based Mininet platform [13] , SELENA employs OS [32] Low no full POSIX partially
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OpenVZ-S3F [37] (outdated) [35] (outdated) [33] (outdated) [5] x [26] n/a High custom OVS [21] n/a High [36] . In order to overcome the inherent scalability limitations of network emulation, SELENA revisits the idea of Time Dilation [11] : controlling resource availability per unit of time, by virtualizing time progression in the guests of the experiment. This approach fundamentally provides users with direct control on the scalability trade-offs of an experiment. For example, time dilation opens an opportunity for near-real time execution of a large number of lowfidelity experiments to explore a variable-space, whereas when precise behavior details are sought, an experimenter can run a higherfidelity experiment (or set of experiments) by increasing respectively the time dilation factor (TDF). Our approach improves earlier approaches in time-controlled emulation in two ways: first, it provides support for recent Xen versions and requires zero guest modifications (if it works on Xen, it works on SELENA) and second, it offers better experimental automation and reproducibility. In addition, due to the varying performance profiles of existing SDN forwarding devices [30] , SELENA supports high precision switch emulation models, which further improve the fidelity of OpenFlowbased experiments. In summary, SELENA provides the following key features:
•Reproducibility: A Python API can be used by experimenters to describe custom experiments, automating their creation, deployment and execution.
•Fidelity: Time dilation functionality [11] scales guests' view of physical resources helping to accurately model complex networks. We successfully patched the latest version of Xen and tested it against recent Linux and FreeBSD kernels. SELENA supports any paravirtualized (PV) guest, requires zero modifications and provides full POSIX compatibility. Real-world applications and network stacks can be directly tested on our platform.
•Scalability: Slowing down the progression of time at guests enables support for high link speeds (40 Gbps or higher) and larger networks, within a single host. In section 4.4 we describe a methodology for exploring the scalability and accuracy limits that a given TDF value can provide, helping users to better understand how to efficiently use SELENA.
•Software Defined Networking (SDN): Apart from supporting all popular software switch and controller implementations, we also incorporate a flexible OpenFlow switch emulation model which offers better realism in terms of control plane behavior.
To the best of our knowledge, SELENA is the only open-source network emulation tool 1 which provides all the above features. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related network experimentation platforms. Section 3 describes the architecture and implementation details of SELENA. Section 4 evaluates the fidelity and scalability of SELENA against a real-world deployment, and compare it against the Mininet emulation framework and the ns-3 simulation platform. We also evaluate the accuracy of our switch model and the ability of SELENA to replicate real network applications. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our work in Section 5, point out future work directions and conclude in Section 6.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section presents a survey of network experimentation practices, focusing on aspects of fidelity, reproducibility and scalability. We categorize relevant approaches into four broad categories.
Simulation is a popular experimentation method, employing simplified models to replicate network functionality. ns-2 [16] , ns-3 [15] and OMNET++ [34] are some of the most popular eventdriven network simulators, supporting a plethora of models (e.g. for link properties, network protocols etc.). These platforms aim to provide good resource scalability, deterministic reproducibility and simplify the early-stage evaluation of new ideas by masking the complexity of system-level details. However, their fidelity is typically sacrificed in favor of scalability, influenced by the simplistic assumptions of the network and system models.
Many users consider simulation a weak method for testing new ideas because it does not incorporate real-world network stacks and it does not support execution of unmodified applications. This weakness has motivated recent efforts like DCE [32] and NSC [18] , which attempt to extend ns-3 and bridge the API mismatch between real-world applications and simulation. While these attempts are a big leap forward, they compromise scalability and offer partial POSIX compatibility. Simulation platforms have also added support for recent approaches to network control. For example, FS-SDN [12] seeks to help study the macroscopic impact of network control applications on data plane performance using lightweight flow-level models.
Emulation aims to improve experimentation fidelity by enabling the reuse of real world protocols and applications within a vir- tual network. The majority of relevant platforms replace the network layers below the data-link with simplified models which replicate their functionality. The ModelNet [33] project established a pioneering approach in scalable emulation of Internet topologies. Its architecture fuses edge hosts running unmodified applications, with nodes emulating virtual network topologies using DummyNet [5] . ModelNet improved scalability by increasing hardware requirements and could only parallelize execution at the extent which a particular application and topology allows it.
Recent efforts in emulation frameworks aim to scale-down resource requirements and fit large network experiments in a single host, without significant precision losses. The improvement in computer resource virtualization allowed emulation platforms to isolate instances of virtual network components and improved control on resources usage [4, 27] . Mininet [13] is the most popular framework of this category, highlighting a reproducibility requirement in network experimentation. Mininet automates the testing workflow, so that a particular high-level scenario description consistently recreates the same network topologies, configurations, traffic patterns and application behaviors across different host architectures. In order to improve further the fidelity in replicating SDN architectures, Gupta el al. [12] developed a control plane proxy service for Mininet, enabling users to integrate switch models into network experiments.
Nonetheless, the increasing complexity of emulated systems limits their scalability and restricts the support for large network sizes and link speeds in real time. This limitation has precipitated the development of time-controlled emulation, where experimental time is virtualized. By executing scenarios at a slower pace, available hardware resources are scaled and therefore the accuracy of results is improved. Of particular note is DieCast [11] which, like SELENA, employs full-system emulation using Xen and scales CPU, disk and network I/O resources by dilating the time progression in guests. Unfortunately, DieCast's patches for time dilation are incompatible with modern versions of Xen, it requires guest modifications, it does not offer automation mechanisms for reproducible experimentation and, finally, it does not support realistic OpenFlow switch models. Similarly, TimeJails (TVEE) [8] is a VM-based solution with time virtualization support which combines multiple virtual routing instances in a single virtual machine to improve resource scalability. TVEE employs dynamic hardware resource allocation to maximize utilization and is able to emulate large numbers of virtual nodes per host.
Testbed infrastructures like Ofelia [21] and Planetlab [26] , are large virtualized computer infrastructures, used for the deployment of experiments. Such platforms achieve high fidelity, similar to multi-host emulation at the cost of increased hardware requirements. Kim el al. [19] highlighted potential measurement noise and biases in network measurements on Planetlab nodes, due to the shared nature of network testbeds and the limited control on resources.
Hybrid approaches like OpenVZ-based S3F [37] and SliceTime [35] provide an alternative to experimental resource scalability and fidelity, by combining emulation with simulation. Typically, such systems enforce weak virtual time synchronization between emulated nodes, using a centralized simulation engine. SliceTime, for example, uses ns-3 to coordinate the execution of Xen guests by controlling the hypervisor's scheduling policy. Guests run independently for a quantum of time and a global service synchronizes them periodically with the ns-3 clock. Table 1 presents a comparison of the presented network experimentation frameworks. Each entry categorizes a platform with respect to its fidelity (Real Stacks, Unmodified applications, SDN support), scalability (Hardware requirements, Fidelity at scale, Execution Speed) and reproducibility. SELENA falls under the category of "time-controlled emulation" and aims to combine the competitive advantages of Mininet and DieCast. It supports reproducible experimentation, it presents good scalability properties and furthermore, its functionality can be extended with custom OpenFlow switch models.
SELENA DESIGN
This section presents the design of SELENA. Using as reference a simple experiment scenario, we provide a high level description of its execution model ( § 3.1), followed by a presentation on how a user can construct experiments over the platform via its automation API ( § 3.2). Furthermore, we elaborate on the details of the underlying mechanisms which improves resource scalability ( § 3.3), data plane fidelity ( § 3.4), and control plane realism ( § 3.5).
Overall architecture
SELENA revisits the idea of network emulation using OS-level virtualization. Recent efforts in network experimentation [13] use lightweight approaches, like container-based virtualization. We argue that hypervisor-based virtualization provides better heterogeneity support (e.g. supports a wide OS range 2 ) and improves resource control granularity [36] . SELENA uses Xen [3] , a mature open-source hypervisor which exhibits good performance and scalability properties [22] . Furthermore, the Xen Cloud Platform (XCP) provides a rich API (xen-api), supporting remote Virtual Machine (VM) configuration and resource control. Using xen-api, SELENA automates the deployment and execution of virtual network topologies and experimental scenarios.
Figure 1 presents a trivial network experiment topology; two hosts interconnected through a switch. SELENA uses a simple mapping mechanism: each host or network device is mapped to a VM, while each link maps to a pair of virtual network interfaces (one for each guest) bridged in the Dom0. With respect to Figure 1 , the hosts (H 1 and H 2 ) and the switch (SW ) are mapped to separate VMs. Host SW is configured with two network interfaces, each bridged in the Dom0 using a separate bridge with an interface from hosts H 1 and H 2 . The interfaces, colored pink (e.g. veth1.1), are Xen-specific netback devices, transparent to the guests of the experiment. The resulting virtual machine configuration is a precise representation of the emulated network scenario, replicating both topological and functional properties, like queue sizes, link speeds and host resource limitations. SELENA also virtualizes time for all participating guests (blue sandbox), allowing experimenters to control the trade-off between resource and time scalability and fidelity.
Reproducible experiments
SELENA exposes a programming API to specify, deploy and execute network experiments. We share the same views with the authors of Mininet [13] on experimental reproducibility and automation. We believe that both requirements are fundamental for a network experimentation platform, improving repeatability of results and simplifying the frequent trial-and-error cycles of applied research. The mechanism outlined in this section makes experimentation with SELENA simple and user-friendly. Experimenters can effortlessly re-run experiments with varying parameters, like queue sizes, link speeds, topologies and application or even host configurations. An experiment can be repeated on different platforms and hosts, requiring only the installation of SELENA and the script defining its network topology and functionality. The process of defining and executing a network experiment in SELENA consists of four steps.
Step 1 -Network description SELENA provides a Python API for the definition of the network hosts and their topology, as well as their configuration parameters. Listing 1 presents the topology definition of the experiment in Figure 1. A network definition is typically composed by the user and contains two types of objects: nodes and links. A node object contains several fields defining Xen-specific guest resource configurations (e.g. memory size, virtual CPUs and affinity), the template of the VM and the node network interfaces along with their initial configuration (e.g. IP and MAC address, queue sizes). The link object is simpler and specifies the link end-points (node and interface IDs) along with the link capacity and latency characteristics.
Step 2 -Experiment deployment During deployment, SELENA parses the network description, checks for common syntax or semantic errors (e.g. malformed IP addresses, duplicate links, platform resources availability) and invokes the relevant xen-api callbacks to create the VMs of the experiment and the required network bridges of the topology in Dom0.
Step 3 -Experiment initialization SELENA uses a distributed control and monitor framework to synchronize host configuration and scenario execution, which consists of a low overhead daemon running on each host and a central coordination service running on Dom0. The guest daemon is responsible to report host status information to the coordination # Node−0 ( H1 ) newNode ( 0 , "H1" # u n i q u e ID , name l a b e l NodeType . LINUX_HOST , # g u e s t t e m p l a t e [ ( 1 0 0 0 , # 1 s t i n t e r f a c e , q u e u e l e n "RANDOM" , Listing 2: A sample execution scenario description service and to execute the commands of the experiment in a timely manner. The daemon communicates with the coordination service using a signaling protocol over the Xenstore service, thus minimizing the interference with the emulated network's resource. During initialization, SELENA boots sequentially all the VMs which have been created in the previous step and configures the network interfaces using the coordination service.
Step 4 -Scenario execution In the final step, SELENA executes the experimental functionality. This is defined through a separate user-composed Python script, describing a sequence of time-controlled commands to run on each guest. When the scenario is executed, each command is transmitted to the guests through the coordination service (via Xenstore).
Listing 2 presents a simple scenario, applied on the network topology in Listing 1. The scenario installs a static datapath between the two ports of the switch and creates static ARP entries to avoid unnecessary broadcast traffic. Then it instructs H1 to initiate a netperf session and fill the pipe of the emulated path to H2. Experiments in SELENA run in dilated virtual time and therefore, scenario commands are also executed in virtual time. For example, a 10 seconds netperf session will last multiple times longer in real-time for TDF values higher than 1.
In order to minimize the time it takes to install, configure and start large experiments, we implement a series of optimizations. Firstly, SELENA provides a set of guest templates containing the minimum required software for network experimentation. Our Linux-based guests contain a minimal 3.13 kernel and a strippeddown set of applications and tools, resulting in low memory guest footprint (20 MB) and fast boot times (2-4 seconds). Secondly, SE-LENA uses the copy-on-write disk cloning functionality of Xen, to decrease the time it takes to replicate a VM's disk image from our templates. Finally, after the completion of an experiment, guests are cached in a guest pool. During Step 3, the deployment script checks initially in the pool to find any matching guest VMs created from the same template and reuses it. Nonetheless, the virtual interfaces of guests and the respective bridges in Dom0 are always clean-installed. Using these techniques SELENA can cold-boot, for example, a 52 node topology in approximately 130 seconds.
Scaling resources via elastic time
An inherent limitation of real-time emulation is resource scalability for high throughput or node-count experiments. For example, emulating the packet-level behavior of a 40 GbE link in real time generates a high event rate and a potentially unmanageable CPU load. Effectively, fidelity is upper-bounded by the ability of the platform to scale the experiment computation and match the emulated system's performance properties. SELENA overcomes this limitation by virtualizing time. In order to achieve this, we implement a time virtualization mechanism in the hypervisor, which allows an experimenter to slow down time progression on guests and effectively scale network, disk I/O and CPU resources. Our approach is similar to the bullet time video effect: augmented perframe time enables the viewer to perceive more details from a scene.
With respect to Figure 1 , emulated nodes (H 1 , H 2 , SW ) run inside a sandbox using a common time dilation factor (TDF), while Dom0 and the hypervisor operate in real-time. SELENA adjusts all guest time sources by the TDF parameter, controlling effectively the perception of time-progression both at the kernel and the user-space of the guest VM. Each guest continues to receive a fair fraction of available hardware resources, unaffected by time virtualization. For an experiment with TDF = 2, a virtual time of 1 second lasts 2 seconds of real time and the perceived network, disk I/O rates and CPU appear doubled within the virtual time domain.
Having created the necessary "computational headroom" to emulate faster network links, the users may choose to further adjust the speed of individual resources for guests. The amount of CPU time that a guest receives can be adjusted via the weight and cap parameters of the Xen credit2 scheduler [2] (in non work-conserving mode). Dilating time by a large factor, however, can occasionally introduce transient scheduling inaccuracies. This effect can be minimized by scaling the time-slice parameter and increasing the ratelimit parameter (to control the minimum non-preemptive VM scheduling duration) of the Xen scheduler. In addition, disk I/O rates can be limited from within the guests through the cgroups mechanism and the blkio controller.
Implementation details
SELENA supports time dilation functionality without requiring modifications in guest OSes. Our approach takes advantage of the Linux PVOPS drivers, which provides out-of-the-box in-kernel support for Xen para-virtualized drivers. The implementation of time virtualization required limited modifications in the Xen hypervisor source code (≈ 400 LoC). We have successfully patched a recent version of the Xen hypervisor (v4.3). In order to avoid xen-api toolstack modifications, we expose TDF control through the sysfs filesystem, using a modified domain creation hypercall (XEN_DOMCT L_createdomain).
In order to present how SELENA implements time virtualization, we initially describe guest time management in Xen. During boot, the Linux kernel selects the appropriate drivers and clock-sources. Fortunately, the generic time-of-day (GTOD) framework handles transparently a variety of clock sources 3 . Figure 2 shows the Xenspecific components of the timekeeping subsystem. At the bottom reside the low-level bits of the Xen clocksource, a place which typically plays the role of the "bridge" to real hardware. An OS typically requires two elementary clock operations, time-keeping and time event scheduling, and therefore, our solution needs to support both.
In terms of time-keeping, Xen exposes to guests two timestamp values, the system-time (time since guest boot or resume) and the wall-clock time (time since epoch when system-time was zero), through a shared memory structure (shared_info_page). Systemtime is updated by Xen every time the guest is being scheduled. In between updates, the guest keeps accounting of wall-clock and system time by extrapolating the current values based on the value of TSC register (an x86 register counting CPU clock cycles). TSC values in Xen are obtained through the rtdsc instruction. They are either native, accessed directly from the CPU register, or emulated, intercepted through a trap by Xen. In order to effectively virtualize time-keeping, the hypervisor multiplies with the TDF parameter all the wall-clock, system and emulated TSC time values provided to the guest. Additionally, because native TSC values are unmodifiable, our approach multiples with the TDF value the TSC scaling factor (tsc_to_system_mul), a constant used by the guests to convert TSC cycles to system time.
In terms of time event scheduling, the guest PVOPS driver intercepts and translates such requests to equivalent Xen hypercalls (HY PERV ISOR_set_timer_op). When the timer expires, the hypervisor delivers a software timer interrupt (V IRQ_T IMER) back to the guest and triggers the associated timekeeping interrupt handlers. Time event virtualization in SELENA is achieved in the hypervisor by intercepting timer-setup hypercalls and scaling their timeout values with the TDF parameter. Our approach also covers the case of periodic timer events used by older Linux versions. Recent Linux kernels also employ loop-based delays for timeout values lower than 10 usec. These types of events are not directly managed by the hypervisor, but our approach ensures accurate event execution.
Network emulation
SELENA emulates network links by creating pairs of guest network interface devices bridged in Dom0. The Xen architecture uses two virtual interfaces (VIFs), the netfront driver, exposed to the guest, and the netback driver, exposed to Dom0. Netfront and netback interconnect using shared memory rings. This separation of network devices into multiple VIFs introduces a challenge for SE-LENA to provide good guarantees for network resources, like latency and throughput. Effectively, a link in SELENA must manage at least four independent network queues (see Figure 1) , running at different rates, and ensure lossless resource allocation. Ultimately, networking performance effects (e.g. queueing) must occur in the boundaries of the emulated hosts and not in Dom0.
Time virtualization in SELENA provides a useful mechanism to experiment with low latency network environments. High TDF values provide sufficient head-room to minimize packet processing delays and test high-bandwidth setups. For instance, for TDF = 1, the average RTT over an idle guest-to-guest link is approximately 300 usec, a value which drops to 30-50 usec for TDF = 10. SE-LENA uses the Linux netem qdisc [14] and the FreeBSD DummyNet [5] pipe to support constant or stochastic latency in network links. Each qdisc is configured on the egress queues of the guests, in order to maintain a common time reference between experimental nodes. In recent Linux kernels with high resolution timer support, the netem choice of SELENA provides sub-millisecond precision in latency control.
In terms of throughput, the process to ensure fidelity is more complex, as throughput can be either CPU or I/O bound. SE-LENA follows a two step empirical method, presented in greater detail in Section 4.4. Firstly, the user tries different TDF values to discover the minimum value which can effectively support the required throughput. Secondly, SELENA applies rate limiting at individual VIFs to match the link speed specifications of the experiment. Rate limiting uses the QoS primitive of the Xen network driver (qos_algorithm_type:ratelimit). To ensure accurate network resource scaling, the rate limit of a link is divided by the TDF value of the experiment. For example, a 1 Gbps link translates into a rate limit of 100 Mbps for TDF = 10. Earlier attempts to use the HTB qdisc primitive in guest OSes proved to be complex in terms of configuration. Specifically, the time virtualization mechanism and the scheduling effects introduced fluctuations in performance and required tuning of MTU, burst, peakrate and scheduling quanta.
The Xen network driver provides additional control on the tradeoff between fidelity and resource scalability. Currently the driver provides multiple network offloading functions which can improve link throughput (e.g. TSO, UFO, TX/RX checksum offload) both on the guests and Dom0 VIFs. When these settings are enabled, we observe that guests can use very large packet sizes (64KB packets), thus improving DomU-to-DomU throughput. Nonetheless, such large packet MTU reduces the packet-level and queue multiplexing fidelity. In the experiments of section 4 we have disabled all these optimization features. Finally, in order for SELENA to support large port-count hosts/switches, we modified the Xen hypervisor source code to increase the size of the page grant table, enabling support up to 48-ports. While raw-throughput is sufficient in this first version of SELENA, opportunities for improvement by bypassing Dom0 constraints are made clear by related work such as VALE [28] .
Control plane emulation
Control planes with programmatic interfaces have redefined the role of network functionalities. The SDN paradigm and its predominant realization, the OpenFlow protocol, define a set of flow-level abstraction primitives, exposed to external entities via a unified programming interface. This has made possible the instantiation of previously complex or impractical network-control ideas.
The growing interest in the SDN paradigm has been a core motivation in recent experimentation platform efforts like Mininet [13] . SELENA supports any software switch implementation which can run in a guest domain. This includes kernel-level bridges, Open vSwitch and other popular software switches (e.g. Click [20] ). Nonetheless, recent measurement studies of switch devices [12, 30] have highlighted a significant variability on the performance of the control plane, especially in available hardware OpenFlow switch implementations. This performance variability can be explained by a number of design choices, like the scalability of the communication channel between the switch silicon, the switch co-processor and the firmware architecture. However, existing solutions exhibit limited capabilities to reflect these performance properties and can only replicate simplified network device models, considering only per-packet processing latency and buffer sizes.
SELENA provides a tunable switch model that takes account of the tight coupling between the flow and management timescales of the network [24] . This allows users to study how traditional and new control plane performance characteristics affect the overall network performance. More specifically, we include a customizable switch implementation which supports OpenFlow [29] and builds on the Mirage framework [23] . This switch emulation model provides a simple and extensible packet processing pipeline, to which we add a rate adjustment mechanism for the different control plane functionalities. Our model exposes currently performance emulation primitives for the flow table management mechanism, the packet interception and injection mechanism and the counters extraction functionality of the switch. Section 4.5 describes a methodology used to calibrate a switch model in a SE-LENA experiment in order to match the performance characteristics of a production switch.
EVALUATION
In this section we present an in-depth evaluation of SELENA's performance and scalability. Initially, we introduce the reader to the measurement apparatus of our evaluation ( § 4.1). We compare the experimental fidelity provided by SELENA against a real system and two established experimentation platforms, Mininet and ns-3. Our evaluation considers fidelity both in terms of high-throughput links ( § 4.2), as well as larger networks ( § 4.3). Finally, we present a limit analysis of our time virtualization technique ( § 4.4) and evaluate real application performance realism in SELENA ( § 4.5).
Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of SELENA, we use two popular network topologies: a star topology (Figure 3(a) ) and a (a) Star topology, 10 clients pushing traffic to a data sink.
(b) Fat-tree topology, 4-port switches, 2 pods and 8 hosts. (Figure 3(b) ) 4 . We employ these two distinct topologies as they provide a simple mechanism to test both throughput and scalability of the system for high-density setups. We replicate the experiments of each topology four times: in SELENA, in a real setup, in Mininet and in ns-3.
In the real setup, the star topology consists of a quad-core server (Intel Xeon E5-2643, 128GB RAM), 10 data generating hosts (Intel Core 2 Q6600, 4GB) and a network switch (Pica8 P-3290). The server is equipped with a 10 GbE card (Solarflare SFC9020) and acts as the data-sink. The clients are equipped with 1 GbE cards (Intel 82571EB) and the switch offers both 1 and 10 GbE interfaces. We monitor the link to the data sink using a DAG card and an optical splitter. For the fat-tree topology we run the end-host logic on the clients of the previous setup, and use 10 hosts equipped with a NetFPGA-1G card running the OpenFlow switch design [25] , to replicate the switching fabric. For ns-3 we use the CSMA link model and develop a custom application to replicate switch functionality. For the equivalent SELENA experimental setups we use Linux VMs with stock 3.13 kernel and Open vSwitch (v1.11) for switch emulation. SELENA, Mininet and ns-3 experiments were executed on the same server (Intel Xeon E5-2643, 128GB RAM) for fair comparison.
Data plane fidelity
In this section we use the star topology to evaluate the capability of the tested experimentation platforms to support 10 Gbps traffic. For this scenario we use steady-state long-running TCP flows, generated by the netperf application in the real, SELENA and Mininet experiments and a TCP BulkSendTraffic application in ns-3. Starting at t=0, a new full-rate TCP-flow is initiated every 10 seconds from a previously idle host, resulting in 10 Gbps throughput at time t=90 sec.
Firstly, we analyse the impact of TDF on the per-client throughput. Figure 4 presents boxplots of the network throughput measurements from all clients, using a monitoring window of 100 msec. We notice that TDF = 5 provides a median throughput of 940Mbps, the maximum achievable TCP rate for a host in this setup. However, this TDF value exhibits a non-negligible variance with a few outliers (grey-colored marks), occurring due to Xen scheduling effects and the inability of the CPU to handle the offered load. This effect is more evident for lower values of TDF (e.g. TDF = 1 achieves a median throughput of 210 Mbps). We conclude that TDF = 10 provides sufficient accuracy and throughput stability for the complete duration of the experiment. Figure 5 presents the achievable throughput on the 10 Gbps link for the duration of the experiment, using 100 msec observation window. We used TDF = 10 for SELENA which, based on the previous findings, is sufficient to emulate accurately the throughput of the real system. Mininet is able to achieve a maximum of 2.3 Gbps throughput, with non-negligible variance, primarily due to poor scalability of CPU resources. Despite the extensive optimization of Mininet, the platform cannot mitigate CPU and memory bottlenecks in high throughput emulations. ns-3 exhibits higher performance than Mininet achieving a maximum throughput of 4-5 Gbps, but still significantly lower than the real. After analyzing the source code of the ns-3 platform, we concluded that the low aggregate performance is due to poor scalability of the CSMA link model at high rate, which does not support full-duplex links. Furthermore, ns-3 provides an MPI-based distributed event engine, which however, supports only point-to-point links and the achieved scalability is restricted by the clock synchronization overheads.
Flow-level fidelity
This section evaluates the flow-level fidelity of SELENA using the fat-tree topology. For this experiment we use short-lived TCP flow completion times to assess the accuracy of our platform, a metric which is widely used to characterize both the performance and fairness of TCP in the context of datacenter networks [7] . On each host we run both a data-generation and data-sink service and traffic is flowing in both directions between four pre-defined client pairs (8 Gbps aggregate bandwidth). The data-sink service on each client receives data from 10 concurrent TCP flows from the same source. When a flow transfers 10 MB worth of data it is terminated and a new transfer request is initiated immediately, thus maintaing constantly 10 concurrent flows per host. We implemented this traffic generation model in C using the async epoll-based libev library. The generator application is used in SELENA, real and Mininet experiments, while for ns-3 we build a similar application using the TCP abstraction. Figure 6 presents the empirical cumulative distribution (CDF) of the flow completion times for a wide range of TDF values using SELENA, and from the real, Mininet and ns-3 platforms for 2 min- utes of execution time. Additionally, Table 2 presents the number of completed flows for the duration of the experiment and the mean and variance of flow completion times for each experiment. For SELENA, we notice that TDF = 1 is highly unrealistic, introducing 6 times higher delay than the real system and significant variance. Nonetheless, as we increase TDF values, the distribution of completion times starts to approximate the behavior of the real system. A TDF = 5 reduces 4.8 times the mean latency, while higher TDF values improve further the experimental fidelity. For TDF = 20 the mean completion time is only 10 msec different from the real system, while the variance is equally reduced.
Mininet increases the mean flow completion times by a factor of 3 and exhibits significant variance, also visible by the longer tail of the cumulative distribution. Note that the majority of the flows in Mininet exhibit completion times between 2.5 and 4.5 seconds. There are also many outliers with a maximum delay of 7 seconds. Mininet clearly cannot support the required aggregate throughput of 8 Gbps using the fat-tree topology and therefore with a lower available bisection capacity flows require more time to complete. ns-3 on the other hand, has an extremely low variance with a median completion time of 2.5 seconds. SELENA and ns-3 for both experiments. Mininet runs in real-time and the execution duration of an experiment is not affected by the complexity of the scenario; it simply sacrifices accuracy. In contrast, ns-3 was considerably slower than SELENA (≈ 4.4x times), despite its poor scaling. This slow-down in execution time stems primarily from its single threaded design and the requirement for total ordering of events. Effectively, the execution speed of an ns-3 experiment is defined by the rate of network events.
Time dilation limit analysis
The use of Xen by SELENA, provides high scalability, supporting hundreds of guests [22] . Nonetheless, resource virtualization in Xen uses complex mechanisms to schedule guest vCPUs, manage memory, process event channel interrupts, control access to physical hardware (e.g. disk I/O), all of which can significantly affect the accuracy of an experiment. Depending on the emulated network topology and the employed workloads, the impact of system-level effects can vary.
In the star topology (Figure 3(a) ), although Dom0 is allocated with 4-cores to relay packets between guests, it can use a maximum of 2.5 cores. To explain this behavior, we need to look into the implementation details of Xen's control domain which maps one kernel-thread per Dom0 core. The 10 Gbps virtual link between the switch and the server has the highest processing demands but its workload cannot be parallelized as it is served from a single netback kernel thread (for each direction) and therefore can utilize only one core. The traffic from the client-nodes to the switch (via Dom0) consumes roughly the same aggregate CPU resources with the 10 Gbps link. Some extra processing takes place also in the network stack and software bridges of the control domain.
In order to present the scalability limits of our time virtualization mechanism, we revisit the star topology experiment (Figure 3(a) ) and study the limits of aggregate throughput using TDF = 20. We generate two variations of the experiment: i) 4 clients with variable link speeds and ii) an increasing number of clients each connected through a 1 Gbps link. Figure 7 uses boxplots with outliers (cyan crosses) to present the measured client throughput (1 second monitoring window) as we increase the capacity of the client links. This figure also illustrates the aggregate CPU utilization for the Dom0 and the nodes of the experiment. We observe that SELENA copes well with client link speeds up to 10 Gbps (aggregate sink-server link speed of 40Gbps), evident by the low number of outliers. For client link speeds higher than 10 Gbps, the fidelity degrades as hardware resources do not suffice to serve the offered load. As discussed, the bottleneck of this topology is the sink-server link. Figure 8 , presents a throughput analysis, similar to the previous example, but in this scenario we vary the number of client hosts, keeping link capacity limited to 1 Gbps. For this experiment, SE-LENA can faithfully emulate network of up to 40 clients with low variance, using TDF = 20. Beyond this number of nodes, per-client median throughput is reduced and the variance increases. Similarly to the previous example, the aggregate throughput for 40 clients is 40 Gbps, but we observe more outliers; 2.5% of client throughput observations drop below 750Mbps. This effect can be attributed to Xen's scheduling effects which increases buffering during the time a guest is not scheduled and therefore more packet losses occur.
In order to provide further evidence on the scalability of SE-LENA, we evaluate the star topology in terms of throughput and node count for a variety of TDF values. We present the results in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively. Each data point represents the maximum throughput or node count which can be reliably supported by a specific TDF value. We consider an experimental result as reli- able, when the per-host throughput observation achieves the target value for the majority of measurement samples (97.5% of all samples). In both cases we observe that the experiment can achieve close to linear scalability. We should clarify that while we expect SELENA to exhibit a near-linear scalability trend for a wide range of experiments, the user is strongly encouraged to verify this assumption for different virtual topologies individually.
SELENA applications
In this section we evaluate the ability of SELENA to emulate data plane network behaviors and run real unmodified applications, using a web server deployment.
Control plane fidelity
In order to evaluate the data plane fidelity of our switch model, we assess its precision in replicating the performance characteristics of a real OpenFlow switch. We calibrate our switch emulation model by measuring the data and control plane performance profile of a production switch (Pica8 P-3290 switch 5 ) using the OFLOPS [30] OpenFlow switch evaluation framework. OFLOPS runs on a Quad Core Intel PC (Q6600) equipped with a NetFPGA-1G card directly connected to 4 switch ports and uses the highprecision NetFPGA-1G traffic generation backend.
Our characterization effort focuses on the behavior of a reactive control scheme. In this approach, the controller exercises per-flow forwarding decisions, thus achieving fine level of control. In detail, each newly arriving flow generates a packet exception which is propagated to the controller using a Pkt_in message. The controller then is responsible to install an appropriate entry in the flow table, which defines a forwarding policy for all matching packets. In order to measure each elementary interaction in this control architecture, we use the OFLOPS measurement modules to evaluate: i) the delay to install a new flow in the flow table, and ii) the delay and loss rate of Pkt_in messages.
Based on the OFLOPS results we observed a median flow insertion delay of 6 msec, a Pkt_in processing delay of 2 msec and a maximum rate of 50 Pkt_in messages per second. Using these settings, we configure our switch model and compare its performance with the Pica8 switch and Mininet. We setup a simple topology with two hosts, a data-sink and data generation host replicating the application behavior described in Section 4.3, interconnected through an OpenFlow switch. The data-sink host generates flow requests to the data generator host following an exponential distribution with λ = 0.02 and a constant request size of 1 MB resulting Figure 11 : Comparing flow completion times between a real system, Mininet and SELENA to an average 400 Mbps traffic rate. We run our experiment for 120 seconds, ensuring that the resulting number of flows is below the flow table size limits. For all experiments we used the learning switch application of NOX [9] to control the switch.
In Figure 11 we present the cumulative distribution of flow completion times for the real, SELENA and Mininet experiments. The performance observed with the real switch highlights the impact of the switch control plane design on network performance. In the real experiment, 20% of flows have a completion time higher than 10 sec. The predominant cause of this effect is the rate-limiting behavior of the switch in pkt_in messages transmissions. This introduces TCP SYN and SYNACK packet drop during bursty periods. As a result, the completion time distribution exhibits a stepping behavior, aligned with the back-off delay mechanism of TCP in the SYN_SENT SYN_RCVD states 6 . The adoption of Open vSwitch by Mininet, allows optimized data plane performance but it can not express such device-specific behaviors and thus over-estimates the overall performance of this experiment. Our choice to introduce a customizable model in SELENA enables higher fidelity in OpenFlow experimentation. Our model is able to capture the macroscopic behavior of the switch. Nonetheless, our switch model exhibits a minor over-estimation in completion times. We attribute this behavior to the high load that the reactive control scheme introduces to the communication channel between the co-processor of the switch and the ASIC, which skews the obtained model.
Web server benchmarking
In this section, we evaluate the ability of SELENA to faithfully emulate network examples using a widely-used web application and compare its fidelity against an identical real-world deployment. In this experiment, we reuse the fat-tree topology (Figure 3(b) , Section 4.3) and configure the four hosts of the second pod as web-servers, serving a popular dynamic web-application (Wordpress 3.6). Each web service node hosts an Apache web-server (v2.4.6) and a key-value cache (REDIS 2.6.13). We also run a single MySQL (v5.5) database for all Wordpress instances on one of the four hosts. The Wordpress application uses Redis as a temporary cache for generated pages (through the WP-Redis-Cache plugin) in order to reduce the processing load on the web servers. On 6 We use Linux hosts with kernel 3.13, which supports TCP Fast Open [6] . the first pod, we used the four hosts as clients, each generating 25 parallel web-page requests to a specific web-server, picking a hosted page uniformly at random (approx. size 430-530KB each). The experiment recreation in Selena was identical, precisely replicating application configuration, network topology, link speeds, RAM sizes and OS version. Figure 12 (a) presents the rate of successfully completed HTTP requests per-client, measured on a per-second basis. The total duration of our experiment is 30 seconds, and for the real deployment, each client manages to achieve a near-uniform rate of ≈ 230 requests/sec (red-colored line). This is close to the theoretical limit of the network speed, implying that our experiment is networkbound. All web-server hosts handled effortlessly the offered load, filling the 1 Gbps pipe (with less than 40% CPU utilization). When running in real-time (TDF = 1), SELENA could not match the observed throughput behavior of the real testbed. In this particular example, Dom0 was not the bottleneck as the allocated cores were not fully utilized (≈ 325%) and the packet-forwarding load could be fully parallelized between the four netback kernel threads (one per core). The aggregate processing load of guests, however, fully utilized the four allocated to them cores (we run SELENA on an 8-core Intel Xeon server). Once we used higher TDF values, we start observing almost identical throughput results with the real deployment. Higher TDF values reduced resource utilization on the execution platform, but increased the execution time of the experiment. Figure 12 (b) illustrates a latency-related aspect of SELENA's fidelity against the real deployment, for various TDF values. In reality, the application performance is bounded by the capacity of the network link, and therefore, the CDF of HTTP request completion times follows a deterministic trend, adhering to the properties of fair bandwidth-sharing. Using TDF = 1 we observe a significant latency deviation from the real system. This was due to the lack of computational resources to cope with the high event rate and due to system-level effects introduced by Xen (e.g. non-uniform scheduling at a micro-scale), common under high loads. Another interesting observation is that while a value of TDF = 2 provides sufficient throughput fidelity, it can not perfectly replicate latency properties, similar to a value of TDF = 3.
DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we highlighted the achievable fidelity and scalability of the SELENA platform. We now cover a number of important concerns, that we have not discussed. Choosing the time dilation factor SELENA, like most network emulation platforms, provides fidelity guaranteed on a statistical level. The design of an experiment must answer two questions: "which are the metrics that better characterize the system's resulting behavior" and "what is the desired degree of similarity with a reference system". Once the first question is answered, a network emulation experiment is considered more accurate when the statistical properties of the selected performance metrics exhibit high similarity with those of a real system 7 . For instance, our evaluation considers network latency, throughput and CPU resource availability as the main aspects that define the overall system behavior. Furthermore, regarding reproducibility, users typically expect to obtain the same level of fidelity when an experiment is executed multiple times on the same or on heterogeneous platforms.
Our approach uses the technique of time dilation as the means i) to improve the fidelity of network emulation experiments, and ii) to ensure it across different execution environments. Choosing, however, an appropriate TDF value for a given experiment is not a trivial task, especially when ground truth is not known apriori. From a practical point of view, users must choose a TDF value which provides the desired level of fidelity and also minimizes execution time. A useful rule of thumb is to choose a TDF that minimizes the maximum per-CPU utilization. Effectively, experimental fidelity degrades significantly when the experimenter under-provisions computational resources. For example, when the topology in Figure 3 (a) (10x clients, 1 GbE links) is emulated using TDF = 5, the vast majority of throughput samples are very close (with a few outliers) to the theoretical maximum of 1 GbE per client. However, achieving 99.9% of throughput measurements to be within a 0.5% error margin (≈ ±4.7Mbps), requires higher TDF values (15 or more).
We currently explore Xen's capabilities, in an effort to automate the process of resource usage monitoring. This will allow SELENA to automatically identify bottlenecks occurring spontaneously by bursty workloads. Handigol el al. [13] propose a different approach towards fidelity characterization, monitoring during run-time a set of invariants for network link properties (e.g. inter-packet spacing for non-empty queues). We believe that such an approach is ef-7 assessed using similarity tests like the Kolmogorov -Smirnov test which compare an ECDF with a reference CDF fective for high fidelity biases, capable to detect persistent longrunning resource starvation, but it is not clear how it relates to the resulting overall system behavior. Beyond network emulation SELENA provides a scalable emulation framework to test network architectures, protocols and modern SDN applications and is best suited for experimental scenarios where the system behavior is mandated by network resources. Nonetheless, replicating the behavior of real systems can be quite convoluted, especially when it is significantly affected by the particular hardware architecture properties of the host. Disk throughput and latency, CPU cache policies, per-core lock contention and hardware features, like Intel DDIO [1] are only a few examples which are not easily reproducible in software. Effectively, the design of SELENA is primarily concerned to maximize network fidelity and may not be optimal for experiments that heavily rely on platform-specific characteristics. Furthermore, it is important to highlight that time dilation is not a panacea for high throughput experiments. For example, in order for applications to exploit high capacity links, the experimenter must optimize their configuration (e.g. increase TCP buffers and employ TCP window scaling), while in certain cases the architecture of a service may not be possible to scale for high throughput. Scaling SELENA SELENA is based on the Xen Cloud Platform, which can currently scale to a few hundreds of nodes on a server-grade machine [22] . Driven by the observation of the poor performing VIF bridging via Dom0, we explore zero-copy inter-guest network connectivity, similar to [28] . Furthermore, SELENA's design can support high density network experiments by distributing the experiment across multiple execution hosts. There are two main challenges for multi-host SELENA execution. Firstly, the experiment must reduce measurement noise incurred by inter-host links and the variable drifts between multiple and potentially heterogeneous hardware clock sources. Nonetheless, such biases can be minimized using high TDF values. Secondly, the deployment of experimental nodes across a set of physical hosts must be optimized based on the topology and workload of the experiment, in order to improve resource usage and avoid starvation effects. Roy el al. [31] presented an effective algorithm for the problem, targeting multi-host Mininet execution environments.
